Diffuse optical tomography (DOT) is well known to be ill-posed and suffers from a poor resolution. While time domain DOT can bolster the resolution by time-gating to extract weakly scattering photons, it is often confronted by an inferior signal to noise ratio and a low measurement density. This is particularly problematic for non-contact DOT imaging of non-planar objects, which faces an inherent tradeoff between the light collection efficiency and depth of field. We present here ultrafast contour imaging, a method that enables efficient light collection over curved surfaces with a dense spatiotemporal sampling of diffused light, allowing DOT imaging in the object’s native geometry with an improved resolution. We demonstrated our approach with both phantom and small animal imaging results. ©2020 Optical Society of America
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Diffuse optical tomography [1–5] can probe non-invasively deep into scattering medium like biological tissues and provides quantitative measurement of the optical absorption and scattering properties. Though extensively employed both in the pre-clinical research and clinical imaging, it is plagued with a poor spatial resolution due to the ill-posed inversion of photon transport in the diffusive regime. Improving the spatial resolution, therefore, has been a central task of DOT over the past decades.

An effective approach to this end is to perform time-resolved measurements of the diffused light and extract the weakly scattered photons (i.e. early photons) through time-gating. Imaging with early photons markedly reduces the ill-posedness of the inversion problem, thereby enhancing the resolution [6–10]. Using time-gating, millimeter resolution had been demonstrated by time domain DOT (TD-DOT) on small animals [8,11]. Better resolution could be achieved in principle by using shorter time gates. However, the early photons also become exponentially weaker in this case, making it challenging to collect enough photons for a stable image reconstruction. The second approach is to sample the diffused photons more densely, as exemplified by the high-density DOT systems [12–16], which considerably improved the localization accuracy in human brain imaging [14,15]. Such improvement is possible because the spatial sampling in previous DOT systems were significantly below the Nyquist sampling rate for a targeted reconstruction resolution. To push the imaging resolution of DOT further, a natural solution is therefore to combine time gating with a high density sampling. This, however, faces a few technological challenges.

The first is the acquisition of a high-density TD-DOT data with a temporal resolution down to tens of picoseconds. Most previous TD-DOT systems relied on a single photon avalanche diodes (SPAD) or photo multiplier tube (PMT) [6] with a time-correlated single photon counter (TCSPC), which requires exhaustive temporal scanning to obtain a gray-scale waveform. A dense measurement will mandate either a large number of channels, which is cost prohibitive, or an extensive spatial scanning, which is time-consuming. While parallel ultrafast detectors like intensified CCD cameras can achieve dense spatial sampling, it still need time stepping and the temporal resolution is typically limited to 200 ps, yielding a sparse temporal data once time-gated.

The second challenge is to collect enough early photons for a stable reconstruction. In both fiber-based and non-contact DOT systems [17], the light collection is dictated by the sensor size and detection numerical aperture (NA) on the object side. While the fiber based approach can readily obtain a large NA, it is inherently difficult to obtain a dense measurement of time-resolved data. On the other hand, the detection NA of non-contact methods is often compromised for an increased depth-of-field to accommodate non-planar objects. Large defocus would introduce crosstalk between adjacent detection channels and ultimately degrade reconstruction accuracy and resolution. Previous efforts for minimizing defocus includes restricting the field of view [18], using a small detection numerical aperture [19], or fitting the object into a planar shape[8], which are either tedious to apply or sub-optimal for data collection. Though limiting the detection NA can increase the depth of field proportionally, the resultant quadratic reduction of collected light makes short time-gating impractical.

To address above challenges, we present here ultrafast contour imaging (UGI) for non-contact TD-DOT, which employs a spatial light modulator (SLM) for imaging over a curved surface and a streak camera for dense spatiotemporal sampling of diffused...
photon. The capability to focus onto a surface conforming to the object contour enables a large detection NA to be used for efficient light collection, thereby allowing short time-gating for resolution improvement.

The ultrafast contour imager, illustrated in Fig. 1(a), employs a streak camera to parallelly record the diffused photons emanating from the object. To image the object in its native geometry without defocus error, we captured the 3D shape of the object with a depth camera and then synthesize a 2D phase map \( \phi(x, y) \) on a high resolution SLM to adjust the imaging plane of a collection lens onto a surface conforming to the object's contour, as indicated in (b). This allows high density data collection over a large field of view. The phase map \( \phi(x, y) \) effectively function as a diffractive lens with spatially-varying focal lengths \( f(x, y) \), which is calculated for each measured object contour via ray tracing: by casting the chief ray from each 3D point of the object to the streak camera, one can locate the unique intersection pixel on SLM, and with a known system geometry, the needed focal length for refocusing from the nominal object plane onto the 3D point can then be computed and assigned to that pixel.
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For image reconstruction using the finite element method (FEM) [23], we first recover the 3D shape of the object by registering the object contour measured at all angles and then generate a fine 2D mesh for the acquired slice. The data type used for TD-DOT reconstruction is the recorded temporal waveform, which is truncated when time gating is applied. As time-stepping in FEM is computationally intensive, we accelerate the image reconstruction using Gauss-Newton method [24] on a graphical processing unit (GPU).

Figure 3 demonstrates the proposed contour imaging over a slanted surface that shows large depth variations of ~8 mm. Without applying the contour imaging (by displaying a constant 0 phase map on SLM), only the central part of the image is in focus and thus resolving the letters (1 mm in height) in Fig. 3(a). In contrast, after applying contour imaging, the resolvable field of view in the resultant image in Fig. 3(b) is substantially enhanced (about 5 times), despite of some aberrations at the peripheral region. The dominant aberration is astigmatism because the diffractive lens on SLM shows a spatially-varying focal lengths $f(x, y)$. Although astigmatism reduces effective image resolution, TD-DOT can tolerate a virtual sensor size comparable to its reconstruction resolution, which is on the order of 1 mm. As a result, the proposed contour imaging alleviates defocus error below astigmatism for efficient DOT signal acquisition.

We then demonstrate the time-gating in improving the image resolution of TD-DOT. A 3D printed cylinder and cubic phantom (white ABS material, diameter/length of 20 mm) are made with three voids of square, circular and elliptical shape. The scattering properties inside the voids are varied by filling them with solutions of different concentrations of water and milk. To make the phantom contours at all rotation angles to fall within the depth of field, which is evaluated to be 8 mm under a circle of confusion of 1 mm, both phantoms' center are carefully aligned with the rotation center. This allows good imaging quality without applying the proposed contour imaging. Figure 4 shows, from left to right, the phantom photographs and the reconstructed images with and without applying a 300 ps time gate on the full temporal waveform. For both phantoms, the reconstructed square and circular voids, which have smaller scattering coefficients than the background, are more sharply imaged. 

Fig. 3. Reconstruction over a slanted planar surface. (a)-(b) Without and with applying the proposed contour imaging.

The importance of maintaining the phantom in focus at all angular positions by the proposed ultrafast contour imaging is demonstrated in Fig. 5(a)-(f), where both the square phantoms are misaligned with the rotation center, leading to a maximum defocus error ±5 mm (outside the depth of field) at some rotation angles. As in previous experiments, the time-gate is 300 ps and the voids are filled with milk solution of different concentrations. Compared with the reconstructed images by the proposed ultrafast contour imaging method in (c) and (f), the defocus error in data acquisition causes the reconstructions in (b) and (e) to show significantly more artefacts and a less well-defined boundary of the voids.

Fig. 4. TD-DOT imaging results for a cylindrical and a cubic phantom. From left to right: photograph, reconstruction using the full temporal waveform and time-gated waveform with a duration of 300 ps (a)-(c): cylindrical phantom. (d)-(f): cubic phantom.

Lastly, we demonstrate the proposed ultrafast contour imaging method for small animal DOT imaging under a protocol approved by the IACUC committee of University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. A six week old nude mouse was anesthetized with 100 mg/kg ketamine and 10 mg/kg xylazine administered IP using a sterile a 25-gauge needle and then mounted on a 3D printed holder.
for TD-DOT imaging. Fixed at an upright position at its native geometry, the size of the chest part is about 30 mm, which is slightly larger than those in previous studies. The photograph of the chest part at one angle was captured by the depth camera and is shown in Fig. 6(a). The corresponding time-resolved DOT signals across the slit of the streak camera before pixel binning is given in (b), with a time window of 5 ns. Despite of the low effective laser power and a larger trunk size, the large detection NA allows efficient light collection over the mouse native geometry and enables the reconstructed image in (c) to clearly identify the lung shapes in the chest region. Notably, the obtained chest DOT image agrees well with that obtained by x-ray CT in the literature.

While the current system with a detection NA of 0.25 still provides a depth of field of 8 mm at object side and is generally enough for small animal imaging, the depth of field will be reduced to about 2.5 mm once scaling the NA to 0.5, making it impractical for non-contact DOT imaging even when the object’s center is aligned with the mechanical rotation center. In our current system, scaling to a larger detection NA is challenging without compromising the field of view: the implementation using a beam splitter and a reflective SLM restricts very short back focal length to be used for the imaging lens. However, this restriction could be easily lifted by using a transmission SLM at the cost of a lower pixel resolution. There are also a few other techniques that can extend the depth of field while maintaining a large imaging NA. In general, all these techniques employ wavefront coding (by a SLM) to modulate the imaging point spread function (PSF), which can be depth-invariant like that produced by a cubic phase plate [25] or depth-variant such as the double-helix PSF [26], such that the image could be effectively deconvolved over an extended 3D imaging volume. The need of image deconvolution mandates the access to a properly sampled 2D data set and a shorter time-gating for improving the image resolution without compromising the reconstruction stability. Further improvements on the system with a larger effective laser power and detection NA are potential to achieve sub-millimeter resolution for small animal imaging by applying a time-gate shorter than 200 ps.

Fig. 6. TD-DOT imaging of the chest part of a mouse. (a) Photograph of the mouse chest part at one rotation angle. (b) One representative spatiotemporal x–t DOT data. (c) Reconstructed image of the mouse chest part. The size of the mouse contour is about 30 mm.
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